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Intermission Museum of Art (IMA) is proud to launch a collaboration by Ana 
Čavić and Sally Morfill. As part of the theme of translation, Čavić and 
Morfill present Rules that order the reading of clouds. 

According to Laurent Jenny, the intention of the artist/writer Henri 
Michaux’s early graphic work was ‘to reconcile writing and drawing, which 
after all are both attributes of the same line’1. In the digital animation,
Rules that order the reading of clouds (2016), the medium for Sally Morfill
and Ana Čavić's exchange is the nomadic line – a fluid signifier – as it 
shifts back and forth between the contexts of drawing and writing.

Where Jacques Derrida identifies that the source of a translation ‘lives 
and lives on in mutation’2, always at a distance from the origin, the 
series of sequential translations that operate in Rules that order the 
reading of clouds (2016) reconfigure the same ‘kit’ of lines; each time 
pushing the visual or literary meaning further from its originary starting 
point. As the same lines are composed into drawing or poetry, new meanings 
and readings emerge. The kit of lines are the constitutive parts of a 
single digitised line drawing of a dynamic skyscape, which is the starting 
point for the animation. A series of rule-based exchanges occurs, in which 
Čavić and Morfill take turns moving a specific number of lines, each time 
creating a new translation of what came before. The skyscape is gradually 
deconstructed and recomposed as a poem, then in turn, the poem is 
deconstructed and reconfigured as a drawing. Through the animation process 
a generative call and response is set in motion as image translates into 
poetry, and poetry translates into image – emulating the unpredictable and 
mutating movements and readings of clouds.
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ABOUT THE ARTISTS
Ana Čavić is a Ljubljana and London based performance artist, poet and 
postgraduate researcher into performance-born alternative artist's 
publishing. Since graduating from the Slade School of Fine Art in 2008, she
has performed internationally, solo and as part of the performance art 
publishing duo, Ladies of the Press* with René O’Drobniak. Ladies of the 
Press* re-imagines the role of publisher and publicist into a theatrical 
persona through live pop-up publishing projects, including participatory 
girl gonzo zine making performances. Since 2014, she has been collaborating
with Sally Morfill on a body of work exploring themes of translation and 
dialogue through drawing and writing exchanges producing text and image 
works on paper, digital animation and, together with Tychonas Michailidis, 
sonic-vibro-haptic poem objects. Her art practice, at the intersection of 
the fields of performing and literary arts, includes works on paper, artist
publications, digital poetry animation and digitally assisted poetry and 
storytelling performances. Čavić is undertaking PhD research at Winchester 
School of Art, University of Southampton. Her research project, Towards a 
Theatre of Publishing, explores the performative turn in 20th century 
artist's self-publishing practices, re-examining artists' publications from
the perspective performance art and theory.

anacavic.blogspot.com

Sally Morfill is an artist who lives and works in both London and
Manchester, UK. Since 2007 she has been a member of Five Years, a 
collaborative artists’ project based in Archway, London, sharing 
responsibility for the programming of events and exhibitions. She has 
recently completed a practice-based PhD, making work that investigates the 
relationship between drawing and different aspects of language, as found in
and between speech, movement and writing. Her thesis describes a drawing 
practice in which translation functions as a primary methodology. Morfill’s
practice is cross-disciplinary, often collaborative, and is informed by her
own Textiles education. She first explored collaborative possibilities in 
the early 1990s, and has developed a series of collaborative pairings, 
mostly recently with Chicago-based artist Susan Giles. Since 2014, she has 
been collaborating with Ana Čavić on a body of work exploring themes of 
translation and dialogue through drawing and writing exchanges, most 
recently producing digital animation. Morfill has shown both in the UK and 
internationally.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
Intermission Museum of Art (IMA) was founded in 2020 by Rose Van Mierlo and
John Ros, in response to the cultural, social, environmental, economic and 
political fissures that make themselves evermore present during times of 
crisis and put stress on accepted systems of operation. IMA provides a 
space for critical thinkers to respond to these moments of friction by 
investigating them as meaningful sites of production, instigating dialogues
which will culminate in a public archive. Responses will be organized 
around themes. They exist on their own (as editions) and co-exist in larger
ideas (as volumes). A physical manifestation will take shape at the end of 
each completed volume which will present other forms of collaboration with 
spaces creating co-agency within hospitable forms of engagement.

Inspired by modern, postmodern and contemporary examples of institutional 
critique, IMA carries forward Meschac Gaba’s suggestion that the museum is 
“not a model… it’s only a question.” Its name references this question as 
open space: the flipping movement of a hand searching through archives, 
gaps in the pavement, performance interludes, TV-commercials, coffee breaks
and silent pauses; all moments of unpoliced disruption that are typically 
un-institutional. At its core, IMA therefore proposes the museum as a site 
of uncertainty; a building without walls; a non-hierarchical collection of 
interdisciplinary narratives and voices; both a guest and a host; and an 
exercise in cross-pollination. It resists the architectural premise of 
power that underwrites the white cube, democratizing the exhibition in 
terms of access. Instead, its architectural premise is that of lateral 
networks; its vision decentralized and participatory.
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